A bull-wheel comprises a hub (11) and a peripheral rim (13) joined to the hub (11) by a metal connecting framework (16) composed of a perforated central disk (17) strengthened by rigidifying arms (18). The rim (13) is radially subdivided into several circular segments assembled to one another by first fixing members (21). The hub (11) is fixedly secured to a support enclosure (12) comprising at least one coaxial plate (19) of polygonal cross-section confining at the ends bearing surfaces (20) for the central disk (17) and the radial rigidifying arms (18) assembled by second fixing members (22). The assembly is arranged so as to distribute the radial forces in the axis of the rope uniformly regardless of the angular position of the bull-wheel (10) when the latter is driven in rotation. Applications: drive bull-wheel and return-bull-wheel for a rope transport installation.
Abstract

A bull-wheel comprises a hub (11) and a peripheral rim (13) joined to the hub (11) by a metal connecting framework (16) composed of a perforated central disk (17) strengthened by rigidifying arms (18). The rim (13) is radially subdivided into several circular segments assembled to one another by first fixing members (21). The hub (11) is fixedly secured to a support enclosure (12) comprising at least one coaxial plate (19) of polygonal cross-section confining at the ends bearing surfaces (20) for the central disk (17) and the radial rigidifying arms (18) assembled by second fixing members (22). The assembly is arranged so as to distribute the radial forces in the axis of the rope uniformly regardless of the angular position of the bull-wheel (10) when the latter is driven in rotation.

Applications: drive bull-wheel and return-bull-wheel for a rope transport installation.
Bull-wheel in several parts able to be reassembled on site for a rope transport installation.

Background of the invention

The invention relates to a bull-wheel for a rope transport installation, comprising:
- a hub of circular cross-section for passage of a shaft,
- a peripheral rim with an annular groove for housing the rope, said rim being joined to the hub by a metal connecting framework composed of a perforated central disk strengthened by rigidifying arms,
- and fixing members to assemble different elemental parts of the framework and of the rim to one another.

State of the art

The document EP 1,099,880 refers to a bull-wheel of the kind mentioned wherein the two lines dividing the different parts extend along secants parallel to one another and arranged radially on each side of the hub. Such a divided structure of the bull-wheel causes a variation of the mechanical resistance, when rotation takes place, depending on the angular position of the rim with respect to the axis of the hub. The fixing members have to withstand high shearing forces.

Object of the invention

The object of the invention is to achieve a bull-wheel subdivided into several parts able to reassembled on site, and being provided with a high mechanical resistance for driving a rope transport installation.

The device according to the invention is characterized in that the rim is radially subdivided into several circular segments assembled to one another by first fixing members, and that the hub is fixedly secured to a support enclosure comprising at least
one plate of polygonal cross-section confining at the ends thereof bearing surfaces for
the central disk and the radial rigidifying arms assembled by second fixing members. The
assembly contributes to distributing the radial forces uniformly regardless of the angular
position of the bull-wheel with respect to the rope.

According to a preferred embodiment, the rim is subdivided into at least four peripheral
segments joined to the central disk by connecting flanges receiving the first fixing
members. The support enclosure is formed by two coaxial plates forming a central
housing of regular polygonal shape co-operating in the mid-plane of the axis of the rope
with the disk of the framework for uniform distribution of the forces.

The bull-wheel is subdivided into five elemental parts comprising, in addition to the
standard module, four quarter-rim segments each equipped with two pairs of rigidifying
arms and with a disk sector.

Other features can be used either alone or in combination:

- the support enclosure comprises an octagonal periphery defining eight bearing
  surfaces designed to receive the second fixing members of the connecting framework;
- the hub is welded to the support enclosure to constitute an undividable standard
  module;
- the support enclosure comprises a single plate arranged in the mid-plane of the axis
  of the rope with the disk of the framework.

Brief description of the drawings

Other advantages and features will become more clearly apparent from the following
description of an embodiment of the invention, given as a non-restrictive example only
and represented in the accompanying drawings in which:
- figure 1 is a perspective view of the bull-wheel according to the invention after final assembly of the different parts of its structure;
- figures 2 to 4 show partial views of figure 1;
- figures 5A to 5E are elevations of a range of bull-wheels of different diameters equipped with the same central module of the hub and support enclosure;
- figure 6 represents a side view of figure 5B.

Description of a preferred embodiment

With reference to the figures, a bull-wheel 10 for a transport installation by rope, in particular a chair-lift or cable-car, is subdivided into several parts A-E able to be disassembled for transport and reassembled on site.

The bull-wheel 10 can be a terminal bull-wheel (drive or tensioning bull-wheel) or a return bull-wheel.

The bull-wheel 10 comprises a circular hub 11 fixed in a central support enclosure 12 and a peripheral rim 13 equipped with an annular groove 14 for accommodating the transport installation rope.

The hub 11 is formed by a monoblock body having an internal bore of circular cross-section for passage of the rotary shaft of the drive motor unit. The body of the hub 11 is secured by welding to the support case 12, the assembly constituting an undividable standard module.

The rim 13 is joined to the hub 11 by a metal connecting framework 16 composed of a perforated central disk 17 strengthened by rigidifying arms 18 extending in the form of a star in radial directions. The rim 13 is radially subdivided into several joined circular segments assembled to one another and to the disk 17 by flanges 23, first fixing members 21 passing through said flanges. The flanges 23 extend radially with angular offsets of 90° in four connecting zones of the rim segments and of the disk 17.
The support enclosure 12 comprises a pair of coaxial plates 19 of polygonal cross-sections defining on the periphery thereof bearing surfaces 20 for the central disk 17 and radial rigidifying arms 18. The arms 18 are arranged in parallel manner on each side of the disk 17 and are formed by H-shaped sections provided at the ends thereof with assembly pads 24 that are secured to the bearing surfaces 20 by second fixing members 22. The first and second fixing members 21, 22 are formed by nuts and bolts or equivalent assembly means.

For example, the connecting framework 16 comprises eight pairs of rigidifying arms 18 associated to the central disk 17, and the rim 13 is subdivided into four segments. In this case, the support enclosure 12 comprises an octagonal periphery and the bull-wheel 10 is formed by five reassemblable parts A, B, C, D, E comprising:

- the undividable standard module of the assembly formed by the hub 11 and support enclosure 12 constituting the part A;
- four quarter-rim segments each equipped with two pairs of arms 18 and with a disk sector, constituting the identical parts B-E.

It is clear that a different number of arms 18 can be used depending on the number of sides of the regular polygon of the support enclosure 12.

Most of the forces exerted by the tension of the rope on the bull-wheel 10 are taken up by the central disk 17 arranged in the axis of the rope and in the mid-plane of symmetry of the plates 19 of the support enclosure 12. The set of rigidifying arms 18 also absorb a lesser fraction of the forces. The connecting framework 16 contributes to distributing the radial forces uniformly over the polygonal support enclosure 12 regardless of the angular position of the bull-wheel. This results in an optimum mechanical resistance after assembly of the parts A-E and fitting of the first and second fixing members 21, 22.

In figures 5A to 5E, a range of five bull-wheels 10 according to the invention shows that the assembly formed by the hub 11 and support enclosure 12 constitutes a single
standard module regardless of the external diameter of the bull-wheel. The radius of the arms 18 and the dimensions of the segments of rim 13 and of the disk 17 simply have to be changed.

The standard central module of the part A can advantageously be pre-mounted in the plant on the framework of the terminal station, which makes fitting of the other four parts B-E of the bull-wheel 10 on site easier. For transport of the bull-wheel 10 from the plant, the four detached parts of the framework 16 and of the rim 13 simply have to be transported separately to site, which reduces freight costs.

The number of bull-wheels of the range can naturally be any number depending on the diameters chosen.

Instead of providing a central housing with two coaxial plates 19, it is also possible to use a single plate 19 arranged in the mid-plane of the axis of the rope with the disk 17 of the framework 16.
Claims

1. Bull-wheel for a rope transport installation, comprising:
   - a hub (11) of circular cross-section for passage of a shaft,
   - a peripheral rim (13) with an annular groove (14) for housing the rope, said rim (13) being joined to the hub (11) by a metal connecting framework (16) composed of a perforated central disk (17) strengthened by rigidifying arms (18), and fixing members to assemble different elemental parts of the framework (16) and of the rim (13) to one another, characterized in that:
     - the rim (13) is radially subdivided into several circular segments assembled to one another by first fixing members (21),
     - the hub (11) is fixedly secured to a support enclosure (12) comprising at least one plate (19) of polygonal cross-section equipped with a plurality of bearing surfaces (20) for the central disk (17) and the radial rigidifying arms (18) assembled by second fixing members (22), the assembly being arranged so as to distribute the radial forces uniformly regardless of the angular position of the bull-wheel (10) with respect to the rope.

2. Bull-wheel according to claim 1, characterized in that the support enclosure (12) comprises a pair of coaxial plates (19) forming a central housing.

3. Bull-wheel according to claim 1, characterized in that the support enclosure (12) comprises a plate (19) arranged in the mid-plane of the axis of the rope with the disk (17) of the framework (16).

4. Bull-wheel according to claim 2, characterized in that the support enclosure (12) is of regular polygonal shape co-operating in the mid-plane of the axis of the rope with the disk (17) of the framework (16) for uniform distribution of the forces.
5. Bull-wheel according to claim 4, characterized in that the support enclosure (12) comprises an octagonal periphery defining eight bearing surfaces (20) designed to receive the second fixing members (22) of the connecting framework (16).

6. Bull-wheel according to claim 1, characterized in that the rigidifying arms (18) are arranged in the form of a star at regular angular intervals on each side of the disk (17) and are formed by metal sections equipped at their ends with assembly pads (24) fixed to the bearing surfaces (20) of the support enclosure (12) by the second fixing members (22).

7. Bull-wheel according to claim 1, characterized in that the hub (11) is welded to the support enclosure (12) to constitute an indivisible standard module.

8. Bull-wheel according to claim 7, characterized in that the bull-wheel (10) is subdivided into five elemental parts (A-E) comprising, in addition to the standard module, four identical quarter-rim segments each equipped with two pairs of rigidifying arms (18) and with a disk sector (17).

9. Bull-wheel according to claim 1, characterized in that the rim (13) is subdivided into n peripheral segments joined to the central disk (17) by connecting flanges (23) receiving the first fixing members (21).